
American counterparts, may increasingly provide a
life-support function for the over-extended defence
industry and serve as an indefinite substitute for
genuine defence conversion.

CONCLUSION

If current trends continue, Soviet conversion is
unlikely to overcome the difficulties of the last two
years. As practice has demonstrated, any effort to
reduce the massive military burden on the collapsing
civilian economy must go beyond palliatives to ad-
dress the root cause of the country's economic mal-
aise: the dysfunctional system of central planning.
Contrary to initial expectations, the command systemn
has proven itself unable to effect even a relatively
smooth transfer of defence resources to civilian pro-
duction. Indeed, the Soviet systemn seems even less
conducive to conversion than any market economy.
As long as conversion remains subject to the diktat
of central ministries, no amount of tinkering is likely
to create the necessary financial incentives, or lessen
the extent of unchecked political intrusion, which
would enable conversion to go forward. Thus far,
conversion lias only served to reinforce the extensive
influence of the military-industrial complex over
civilian resources without producing any significant
benefits for the civilian economy.

The future prospects for conversion are not entirely
bleak. The officiai commitment to convers ion, thougli
muted at the moment, has not been withdrawn. More
significantly, the underlyîng economic trends which
prompted conversion two years ago have only inten-
sified. Perhaps in recognition of this fact, the Soviet
government lias indicated recently that more legis-
lation on conversion is pending. Furthermore, new
hope for conversion is found in recent proposais -

suggested by both defence industry officiais and their
critics - for a third-way remedy for conversion. This
approacli speaks of breaking up the monopoly control
of the centralized defence ministries in favour of a
systemn still based on state ownership, but in which
defence enterprises would be finally free of central
planning. Ultimateiy, however, the fate of Soviet
defence conversion will depend on the outcome of
the broader, more vital struggle over the future ori-
entation of the Soviet economy.
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